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Preface 

The Government's pre-election policy statement identified an urgent need to 
review New Zealand's industrial relations legislation. The Government's objective 
in this was to develop industrial relations law which was both relevant and respected. 
Particular reference was made to improved wage bargaining processes, a new system 
of union membership, and repeal of repressive and provocative legislation. 

In undertaking this task, the Government hopes to move towards an industrial 
relations system where the roles, rights and obligations of the participants are dearly 
established, and where the parties will have the opportunity to take full respon
sibility for their own actions. This requires informed and consultative collective 
decision making. 

We have already made some progress. A package of reforms to the wage fixing 
machinery has been enacted and a new system of union membership put in place. 
However these reforms, important though they are, do not discharge the require
ment that the Government has placed upon itself, that is, to undertake a review 
of the industrial relations system, including the principles on which the system is 
based. Such a review call.s for an examination of the total system, including the 
ways in which the various parts interact with each other. 

The Government is now committing itself to a process of information sharing 
and fuH consultation with interested parties, as an integral pan of the review pro
cess. "Industrial Relations-A Framework for Review" identifies, by a series of 
questions, the key areas on which the important decisions will be made. An accom
panying volume of papers has been prepared which traces the development of the 
various elements of the industrial relations system up to the present time, describes 
in some detail the rules and procedures on which the system is based, and identifies 
options for change. This can be obtained from the nearest District Office of the 
Department of labour. An order form and list of addresses is contained at the 
back of this volume. 
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I invite all those who are active participants in the industrial relations system, 
those in supporting roles, and those who have a general interest in the development 
of a · system for the effective management of industrial relations in New Zealand 
to read this paper and respond to the questions posed. 

Any submissions setting out your responses and supporting arguments should 
be forwarded to me by 30 Aprit1986. A document will be released summarising 
the submissions, and this• will .. be . followed shortly thereafter by a Government 
statement of the major policy . char).ges that. will be incorporated in the law. 

Stan Rodger 
Minister of Labour 
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1, 1n1trod1L.1ction 

l. Something in excess of half a minion workers in the private sector have their 
wages and conditions of employment fixed by negotia(ions between uni.ans and 
employers. This paper reviews the processes which underpin these negotiations. The 

processes indu.de: 
(r1) the establishment of union coverage over workers doing particular work; 
(b) the recognition by employers of the right of a uni.on. to negotiate wages and 

condi.do:,1s cf employment for tht workers it covers; 

(.-:) determi::i.ing both th,e scope of the negotiations (i.e., the range of matters 
they ,viiI deal with) and their coverage (JLe., which workers and which 
employer.; vviH be bound by thi'.: outcome); 

(d) the esrablfahrnent of procedures to be follo-wed lby un.ions and employers i.n 
re~e>l,1i.og their dif.ferenc::os; 

(e) defining th.~ legalt snvcus of any agreem.ernt negoti.r,,~ed, togetheir with the means 
o:' enforcing £r. 

2. The fixing of ,vages and condL\,tions cf t,nploy~nent f_;Inc! Indeed the regulating 
of ernploymellt rdationships g,enern.il.y) brings into fooJ15 the potenrial conflict that 
exisrs berween obj,:octives. For example, workers (and their unions) give emphasis 
:;:o the notion of faimes:i. This i5 reHu::ted in a concern that broadly equivalent 
wages and conditi.0ns oF employm,~nt a,pply to workers doing the same job (the 
principle of the rate fo:: the j,,)b), arnd. rhat fa1ir and proper felationships are estab
.lished between workers d::,i:1g d!:lff:::ri;r:r jobs (the prin.ciple of historic relativities). 

fo practice, the application of thes,e pri.ndpl.es in wage negotiations constrains (but 
by no rneans eHr.ninateG) t11e ex(ent H.> which wages change to reflect supply and 
demand conditions for dli.fl:erent jobs. The final outcome, therefore, represents some
thing of a cmnpromise between indu:,tria.I rel.aitions and employment objectives. 

3. The ·way the g0vermnen11: intervenes c:o reglllate .industrial relations has an 
impommt bearing or: . .:he outcome o" union/employer negotiations. This is espe
cially tbe rn.se in ]\few Zeafand., where many of the important processes which 
underpin negotiadons have becorne ,;:natters of public policy. This contrasts, for 
example, wi.th .:he position .in the United Kingdom, where the emphasis has been 
for unions and \;'mpfoyers to determine the basis of their relationship, wi.th mini
mum btervent.ion frorJc the government. 

4. The system of negoti.aticom in New Zealand _pivo1:s from the registration of 
enions under the Industrial Rdadons Act 1973. Although registration is voluntary, 
iu practice the vast .majoriy, of unions register. 1his is bemuse the benefits associated 
with registration outweigh rhe Jimitati.ons imposed by ito The main benefits of 
:registratio~1 can be summarised as follows: 
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(a) the scope of a 1.mio:a"s me1nbership is defined andl protected from organisa
do:1s seeki.ng regis:.:rarion, and from other registered unions. The union's cov
erage is reinforced by access to a balloting procedure for securing a compulsory 



union membership clause in the awards and collective agreements it i. 

tiates with employers; 
(b) there is access to conciliation procedures for the negotiation of an award, 

procedures to which employers are required to be a parry. This, together 
with the definition of its coverage, reinforces the union's right to negotiate. 
However, it is not inevitable that an award will be made, as this finally is 
a matter for negotiation in conciliation proceedings; 

(c) there is an ability to negotiate an award which fixes minimum wages and 
conditions of employment across an entire industry, i.e., it binds every worker 
and every employer in the industry to which it relates, including any employer 
or worker who enters the industry subsequent to the award being made. A 
single award can thus apply in thousands of workplaces; 

(d) there is access to procedures for resolving disputes over the negotiation of 
awards and collective agreements (interest disputes), over the interpretation 
and application of awards and collective agreements (rights disputes), and 
over the treatment of individual workers (personal grievances). The pro
cedures are supported by the Conciliation and Mediation Services and by the 
Arbitration Court; 

(e) the awards and collective agreements negotiated by the union are enforceable 
under the Act, and continue to have legal effect beyond their expiry. 

5. On the other hand, registration carries certain limitations: 
(a) the scope of the union's activities are limited in various ways, and it must 

comply with a number of minimum requirements relating to its internal 
management; 

(b) the class of persons who can be formally represented by the union is con
strained by the definition of what constitutes a "worker". An "employer" 
is also defined, and the application of awards is limited to those employing 
workers for "pecuniary gain"; 

(c) the range of matters that the union can formally negotiate and include in its 
awards and collective agr~ements is restricted. 

6. The original objectives of the system were to minimise the incidence of strike 
action and to develop a system for the negotiation of wages and working conditions 
which impacts widely and in effect provides minimum standards for the majority 
of the workforce. In connection with these objectives Government regulation has 
focussed on the following strategies: 

(a) to avoid disputes arising from competition between unions for members (inter
union disputes); 

(b) to avoid disputes arising from an employer's refusal to recognise a union's 
right to negotiate; 

(c) to provide employers and unions with assistance in the resolution of disputes 
by prescribing appropriate procedures; 

(d) to have questions of compliance with awards dealt with by way of a legal 
process rather than through direct action; 
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to promote the formation of independent trade umons, and the orgamsmg 
workers into those unions; 

(f) to provide for the negotiation of awards, which extend common wages and 
conditions of employment across an industry, for workers doing a particular 

7. The approach taken in the remainder of the paper is to pose a series of 
questions about the appropriate form of Government regulation. To a large extent, 
the ans·,;vers to the specific questions wiH reflect a wider view on wage fixing and 
related n1atters. The following two questions are intended to elicit these views. 

Qmu#m.: l 

Alr·e the 
h,'l'llf! .the} hee1i ffe'.eailise.rl i111 t,;r,a.ctu:e!' 

,etriployers, cw is it aloi~ut eqeu..!i? 
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had on the @utcom.e of 
do.res the balance of advantage f-avour unions, 



2. T.rade Unions 

(A) Acquiring Coverage· 
8. Union registration is based on the principle that a union should acquire, 

independently of the employer(s), the sole right to represent workers doing a par
ticular This is reinforced by the availability of a balloting procedure securing 
a compulsory union membership clause in the awards and agreements the uni.on 
negotiates. 

9. The objectives union registration are threefold. The first is to promote the 
formation of independent trade unions. The second is to achieve a measure of 
stability in union structure. The final objective is to contain a potentially serious 
form of conflict, namely, that arising from competition between unions for mem
bers. On the other hand, these objectives conflict with the principle that workers 
should be free to establish and/or join unions of their own choice. It is also argued 
that the restriction on inter-union competition is inconsistent with promoting effi
ciency in union services. Indeed, inefficient unions can exist in perpetuity under the 
current arrangements. Alternative ways of determining union coverage indude a 
ballot of the workers concerned, or negotiations between unions and employers. 

10. The process of registration is essentially a matter between the applicant society 
and the Registrar of Unions (a statutory officer). The Registrar, in considering the 
application for registration, applies the following tests: 

(a) whether the society is a bona fide trade union, i.e., whether it has been formed 
for the purposes of protecting or furthering the interests of workers; 

(b) whether it wi.H be properly and democratically run. Certain minimum 
requirements are specified for inclusion in the rules of unions, concerning 
such matters as the election and removal of officers, the conduct of meetings, 
the keeping of financial records, and the fixing of 
whether a commonality of interest exists between the workers to be covered 
(the workers must be engaged in the same industry1 or in a related industry); 

(d) whether the society complies with the minimmn size requirements. The 
numbers are not onerous. For a union covering a single district, the 'prime' 
minimum is 30. If this is not met, then the requirements are satisfied if the 
society represents more than 50% of workers in the industry, providing that 
this is not less than the absolute minimum of 10. For a national union, the 
prime minimum is 120 and the absolute minimum is 40; 

(e) whether the members the applicant society could conveniently belong to 

an existing union. It is this test that protects the coverage of the existing 
union and militates against undue proliferation. The Registrar's decision (either 
way) .is appealable to the Court. 

1 This is defined either in relation to the employer's activity or the worker' J 
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11. Once registered, the ability of the union to extend its membership coverage 
is constrained by the 'commonality of interest' requirement, set out in paragraph 
lO(c) and by the protection afforded to the coverage of other registered unions. If 
a union's membership falls below the absolute minimum (or it becomes defunct) 
then its registration is cancelled. 

12. The profile of registered unions is as follows: 

Number of unions .. 
Number of workers .. 
Ayerage size 
Percentage of unions with less than 500 members .. 
Percentage total membership covered by unions with 

less than 500 members 

1943 
399 

214 628 
537 

78 

18 

1983 
248 

527 683 
2 127 

54 

4 

13. Unions are primarily based on the occupation of workers rather than on the 
industry ih which they are e.rnployed. Some unions cover occupations which extend 
across a large number ofindustries (e.g. Clerical Workers, Drivers), whereas others 
are industry specific (e.g. Meat Workers, Seamen). The structure has evolved in 
an ad hoc way, irt that groU:p~which were fitst to 'stake their claim' at the Regis
trar's office 'took home the ptize': The occupational orietttation of unions is reflected 
in the structure of negotiatidtrs:''with· the result tliat a particular employer can be 
covered by a multitude of awards ani agreements. 

Question 3 

Are the tests outlined in paragraph 10 appropriate for deciding whether 
the registration of a union should)roceed? · 

Question 4 

Should there be scope for challenging the representation rights of a regis
tered union? If so, on what grounds and in what way? 

(B) Union Amalgamation 
14. The decision to seek the Registrar's approval for an amalgamation of unions 

rests with the executives.of the unions concerned. Technically, the application may 
involve either the takeover of one union by another, or the registration of a new 
union in place of the existing uaions. The key tests the Registrar applies are: 

(a) whether a commonality of interest exists between the workers covered by the 
unions t<> be amalgamated (i.e., whether they are employed in the same 
industry or related industry); and 

(b) whether there is membership support for the amalgamation. A ballot is held 
in the event of a specified number of members of the affected unions objecting. 

15. Between 1944 and 1983, some 89 amalgamations were approved, involving 
the cancellation of 186 unions. 
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16. An association of unions can be registered, and can be seen as something of 
a half~way house to full a~algamation. In this case, the identities of the individual 
unions remain. The association is superimposed to fulfil a co-ordinating role, espe-. 
cially in the negotiation of the major national awards. The decision to establish an 
association is made by the executives of the participating unions. Its ultimate ·reg
istration is constrained by the commonality of interest test. 

17. In 1943, there were 3 7 registered associations of unions, with 182 affiliates 
(16.6% of registered unions) covering 159 327 workers (74% of the total). By 
1983, the number of associations had fallen to 23, with 116 affiliates (47% of 
registered unions) covering 212 238 workers (40% of the total). 

18. The main argument advanced in favour of union amalgamation centres on 
resources. A larger organisation, which draws its income from a wider membership 
base, is arguably able to provide a more complete service· to its members, whether 
at the local, regional or national level. The main counter argument to amalgamation 
is that with a large union, there is greater scope for a concentration of power at 
the top, with the result that workplace or local concerns may become submerged. 

Question 5 

Should union amalgamation be promoted? If so, what are the main con
straints (legislative or otherwise) on union amalgamation? 

(C) Union Membership 
19. As already indicated, compulsory union membership is part of a package 

which is designed to achieve a wage fixing system with widespread application. It 
underscores the sole representation rights conferred on a registered union, and pro
vides the union with a secure financial base so that it can effectively represent its 
members. It is consistent with the fact that awards bind all workers in an industry 
(a& opposed to union members only), and the principle that those who benefit 
from award conditions should therefore contribute towards the costs of negotiating 
them. The arguments against compulsory unionism are that it is contrary to the 
principle that an individual should be free to choose not to belong to a union, 
and that it provides little incentive for a union to attract members by offering 
improved services. 

20. The way in which the issue has been dealt with in New Zealand has varied 
considerably over the years. For example, between 1936 and 1961, union mem
bership was compulsory by law; In 1961, the law was changed to make union 
membership the subject of negotiation between unions and employers. In the event 
of disagreement, provision was made for a ballot on the issue. Where compulsory 
membership did not apply, the employer was nonetheless required to give pref
erence in employment to union members. 

21. In 1976, the Minister of Labour was given the power to order a ballot, and 
the provisions conferring preference on union members in the event of a vote for 
voluntary unionism were removed. In 1978, ballots became compulsory in order 
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w verify i:he position taken by union negotiators on the issue when renewing awards 
and agreements. fo the first instancct, therefore, the matter was determined by way 
of a coHective decision across the union. fo 1983, union membership became vol
untary by law, although in reality compulsory membership existed in many areas 
of the economy. In 1985, the l.aw was changed to make union membership entirely 
a m.atter for col.lective determination by way of ballots across the union. Apart 
from the short period of voluntary unionism in 1983-84, provision has always 
be,to made for the exemption of individuals from uni.on membership. The grounds 
'.U?,der which this mukl occur were widened in 1985. Throughout this period, there 
has been a requirerrn::nt c,n the union to admit a worker to membership, providing 
thilt worker i:3 not of bad charac:er. 

22. The is.,;w•: its not so much whether lmion membership should, as a matter 
of p,i.ncill1]e, be compulsory or voluntary across the boi,rd. Compulsory union rnem
bm,hip ,1rrangen1.ents will ap,:,ly i,1 important areas of the economy whatever the 
faw says. Rathe.: the iss;;u,,~ Cli::rntres on t!he fornJ. of r11ose arrangements (i.e., whether 
,: union t.i.,c~;:et is required before gett!lng a job or aftervvards} their coverage and 
::he way in whi.ch they a,e im:ived at. 'I11e pn,sem arrangements provide for col
Iecti.ve ,:lecision making across the union's ro:cal. membership on a uni.on member-
5hip dause '1:vhid1 creates an obliga.iti:on to join after i:he worker has been e.mployed 
(with provisi.oI'. for tht ex·cinrtion of indivic1uals). Other options i.ndude making 
1.mi.01.1 member:,hip :ompufoor;7 by l.aw, 01: les.ving it to be determined enti.rdy by 
negotiation between uni.on.s and employers. The .latter approach would leave the 
form of the conn.pulsion, and :the gt,estion of exemption of individuals, to the 
parties. 

Qi,e.rtion t;, 

Which apprr.Aich is lhe ·,ru;st app,"apriate foi· detenninh~g c@mpulsory union 
me,nbershipi' 

(D) The Manag,ement of Unio1fl§ 
23. Amongst the tests described in paragraph 10 for determining whether a 

uni.on w.m be registered are tho~e rel.a.ting broadly to the imemal management of 
the uni.en. The tests, in esse:nce, involve a scrutiny of the proposed set of rules. 
The rule:. define what the union can d.o {objects), who i.t can do it for (membership 
rule), the stnicmre and process of im dedsi.on ,making, a.nd its financial manage
ment" These obligations apply both at the point of registration and beyond. The 
requirements arise ibecause of the unique status of a registered uni.on, i.e., it has 
sole rights of representation over the wrn:kers i.t covers, and those workers may be 
obliged to join the union. The corollary is that non-registered unions are not bound 
by these requirements ar:d -are free to determine their own arrangements, providing 
they are lawfol .. 
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24. As far as the objects of the union are concerned they must be consistent with 
the general purpose2 of promotirig or furthering the interests of workers in the 
industry (or related industry). Although this is intended to ensure that the union 
is bona fide, it has been interpreted narrowly by the Court as applying only to the 
negotiation of wages, hours and conditions. The result is that legislation has been 
necessary, on an ad hoc basis, to allow unions to affiliate with other organisations 
in New Zealand, to operate welfare funds, and to use money for political purposes. 
The position is that the legitimate scope of union activities is unclear (because of 
the paucity of challenges in the Court). It is possible, for example, that such things 
as engaging in certain commercial activities, affiliations to international trade union 
bodies, and the giving of money to striking workers who are members of other 
unions are beyond a union's legal authority (ultra vires). It is noteworthy that the 
ultra vires doctrine has been significantly relaxed as it applies to companies. 

25. In respect of the stiucture and process of decision making, the rules of a 
registered union must provide for the election (or appointment if the Registrar 
approves) and removal of the committee of management of the union and of its 
officers, and the procedure for calling general or special meetings. A statutory pro
cedure i.s available for disputing the result of elections. Procedures for controlling 
property and funds and for the auditing of accounts are also required. The latter 
is reinforced by a specific statutory requirement for every union to keep books of 
account, to prepare an annual income and expenditure account and balance sheet, 
and to have them audited by a qualified auditor. The Registrar has wide powers 
to ensure that the rules comply with these requirements and that no rule is unrea
sonable or oppressive. They are the sorts of things that any organisation readily 
complies with and ihdeed are broadly equivalent. to what is laid down in the 
Incorporated Societies Act. 

26. Perhaps more importantly, there are direct restrictions on the procedures for 
fixing levies, and on the level of the entrance fee (currently set at $1). In the case 
of levies, where a levy is to be .applied in furtherance of a political objective, or 
where the imposition of a new levy would increase the total levies paid per annum 
to more than $10, it must be approved by a resolution passed by a majority of 
members' votes cast in a secret ballot. Any other levy must be approved by a 
resolution passed at a general or special meeting of the union. The restriction on 
the entrance fee is intended to ensure that this does not constitute a penalty where 
union membership is required to hold a job. There are no restrictions on the level 
of subscription charged by a union. 

Question 7 

What constraints, if any, should apply to the scope of a union's activities? 

Question 8 

Are the obligations imposed on a registered union in relation to its internal 
management appropriate? 

2 Specified in section 163 of the Act. 
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(E) The Relationship between Workers and Unions 
27. The membership rule of the union defines who is entitled to join the union 

(or who the 'union is entitled to admit). Because of the unique status afforded to 
a registered union, there is a duty on that union to admit an eligible worker to 
membership unless that worker is of general bad character. This duty, which .is 
contained in the Industrial Relations Act, is not reinforced by a remedy for a worker 
who has allegedly been improperly refused membership. Instead, this remedy is 
prescribed in the Human Rights Commission Act. 

28. The rules of the union also define its relationship with its members. In 
pahicular, they prescribe the structure and processes by which policy is made, policy 
which is binding oh the individual member. If a member acts in defiance of union 
policy, then the rules will usually prescribe a disciplinary procedure. However, if 
the union itself acts in defiance of its rules, or 10,timictates, threatens or uses force 
or violence against the member, then the remedy lies in the Human Rights Com
mission Act. 

Question 9 

Is the relationship between worker and union adequately defined and 
catered for? 
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3. En1.ployer Unions 

30. The registration of an employer union proceeds in much the same way as 
the registration of a worker un.ion. However, the consequences of registration are 
vastly different. In particular, an employer union does not have the sole right to 
represent employers in the negotiation of wages and conditions of employment, 
nor does it have access to procedures for securing compulsory membership. 

31. The main role of an employer uni.on is to co-ordinate an industry's approach 
to the negotiation of the major awards. fo a more technical vein, it is the body 
which is cited by the worker union as the respondent party in the conciliation 
proceedings for the negotiation of an award, the effect being to automatically extend 
those proceedings to all employers i.n the industry. In the absence of an employer 
union, the worker union is required to cite a representative number of employers 
as a prerequisite to extending the proceedings to all employers, 

32. The prnfile of employer unions is as follows: 

Number .. 
Number of members 
Number of New Zealand wide unions 
Number of associations of employers 
Number affiliated to the associations 

1943 
272 

14 782 
18 
23 

154 

1983 
242 

38 443 
73 
14 

109 

There is no information on the number of workers employed by members of 
employer unions (a more accurate measure of coverage). 

QueJ·tion 10 

lf.s it 1tteces£a'i'JI to provide for the regish·ation of employer unions? If so, 
imdet' u;hat conditions? 



4. l.Jniorr1 airnd Ell.nploye.r Negotiations: Persons Not 
·Cove.red 

(A) Definitions 
33. There are two mam categories of persons who fall outside the coverage of 

union/ employer negotia1cions: 
(a), r·,em:ms who are not 'employers' or 'workers' in terms of the prescribed defin

ixioas; and 
(b) workers: viho, for one reason or another, have not been unionised. 

34. In res,::J>ect oi (a), an employer iis defined simply as anyone employing a 
vlorker. A ,;vorker ls deiined as any person doing wrn:k for hire or reward. The 
·1pplirnti.on of a·Ns;rds ar:.d collecti.ve agreements is li.m.ited to employers who employ 
workers foi: dirxc or Indirect pecunila"y gain. In a recent decs.sion the Arbitratioa 
Coun !i . .nt•e:1pretecl "direct or indirect" peci.,niary gain as mot being limited to the 
taking of mon::y for !xcifr.::. Thi.:s tns ici.orea3ed the potential for a'vvard coverage in, 
for examph:, the -,rol.untary wdfa,e sector. The dedsion had rega!d to the broad 
purpose of the i:J.°\i'arcl :systern, ·,ivhkh .is i:o enable wurkers to speak through their 
1.U1Jl(\fi§, 

35. Central. to th,e deiiniticns of 'employer' and 'worker" is the existence of a 
master/ser,,c1.:c'.t relation.ship. :ertain t.~s;ts have been establi.shed by the Courts for 
determinicag this, and lndi.ed tbe pa1'af!L1'::t,~rs are reasonably well defined. 'Ille key 
issue centres on per.mm, ,Nho comract for the §ervi.oe of thei.r labour only (labour 
only corntracwr:;). Thi:, pracdce is most common amongst carpenters, drivers, and 
fisherrn'.•en, Ors iehe nne hand, rt is s.,een as a tlm;m: to the integrity of awards and 
collective agreernents, through its poremi~,.J: for varying or undercutting conditions 
provided therei.n. On the othe;: hand, it 1$ seen as an d:l:ident and flexible way of 
meeting the irn:li.vidual needs of both the provider and user of the service. 

Ques.tiom 11 

Shou,lri #if! defi,dtion of '-i11,1mie;;·' b~, u 1ide11ed ti{} include 'labour only 
contra.ctGW"'s'P 

(B) U:11organisied G1·oups 

36. In the case of 110,n-tmionised workers, a mxmber of different situations can 
be identified. First, there are these wo,ke,s whose salaries are above the salary bar 
specified in the award wh:i.ch would othei:vr:ise apply to them. For example, i.n the 
]\Jew Zei,Jwd Clerical -Workers Award, the salruy bar i.s $18,053. Originally designed 
to exclude manage;.s and supervisors from award coverage, i.t is Vu"l'.ed at a level 
which 1mdoubt,:dly exdudes a significant number of rnon~managerial workers. The 
indusi.on of a sala,:y bar, and its level, are essentially matters for negotiation between 
unions and employers. Secondly, .:here are workers. wi1ose jobs ii.re rnrrendy not 
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covered by the membership rule of any registered union. This can be addressed 
either by the registration of a new union or by the extension of the membership 
rule of an existing union. Finally, there are workers who, by the very nature and 
location of their employment, are<liflicult to organise or service in a viable manner. 
These include homeworkers, and school children doing casual or part-time jobs 
such as milk and paper runs, delivering pamphlets and advertising material · and 
so on. 

37. The Minimum Wage Act 1945 and the Holidays Act 1981 provide certain 
minimum standards for non-unionised workers. In the case of the Minimum Wage 
Act, however, the orders are invariably limited to workers of 20 years of age and 
over. Outside of these Acts there is no regulation of the conditions of employment 
of non-unionised workers (e.g., payments for dirty or dangerous work, penal pay
ments, sick leave entitlement, etc.) or any access to disputes and grievance procedures. 

Question 12 

Are special arrangements necessary lo cater for workers, such as home
workers and school children in casual or part-time employment, who cannot 
viably be organised and serviced by existing unions? 
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5. lJnion and Eilnployer Nsegodadons: Theil- Scope 

38. The scope of matters which can be negotiated and inserted into an award 
or coHecfrve agreement is constrained by the definition of industrial matters. Indus
trial matters are defined as '"aU matters affecting or relating to work done or to 
be done by workers, or the privileges, rights and duties of employers and workers 
in any industry". 

39. The extem of the case law on the interpretation of "industrial matters" is 
not great, and iI is therefore diffici..;Jt to be precise about the boundari.es of the 
defini.rcion. .f.)ne principle which comes through dearly from Court judgments is 
that industrial matters are 1.irnired to matters of mw:ual obligation between workers 
end enq::J.oyers, i.e., they cannot rdate to something oa-::side rhe mas-cer/servant 
rektionsbi_p. T°l'ro rec:Et cases heard before rhe Arbitration Court serve to illustrate 
thfa. In Ne0w Z,eaiand Bank Ofiic,ets IndusLiial Union ,:)f '·Workers v. ANZ Banking 

,C:;-muJJ, the Cot,:'.'t held that the granting of loans tD en:ployees on favourable terms 

w,,.s, riot obli.gar.cry Su1· the bm1k by reasorn c,f any general contract af service and 

therefore did not rela~,e: to the !J:rivileges, righits, CJ/: dudes of employees (the case 
a'-:ose from. a d .. eci,;ion by the baak ,,:o Incre<lse the interesl[ rates on the .loans to 
employees and to vary ,r.lrher coadi.tions). In a decision on 2, dispute of interest 
relating tci rhe New Zealand La.w Pracdtiorners Award, che Court held that th.e 

imroduction of new ma-chi:1ery or n1ethods into a workplace was a decision for the 
empioyer alone H,i,d nnt an ind.u.striaJ :11atter" and. a clause could no:: be inserted 
.into an award seei<i,1g w reg.1late this (although lit was noted that the consequences 
of any such decision were con.,idered IE'cely to be ir;dc,scri.al matters). 

40, The effect of the definitio,1 {and the Comic's interpretation of it) fa to confine 

union activity 'llirithin :he form.2J disputes setdemem system m a relatively narrow 

range of issues (e.g., negotiating wages:, hmm of worx and conditions of employ
ment). Outside of these empfoy:::rs have absolute discretion. in making decisions 
(e.g., to introdm:e new technology, to change product lines, to merge or to take 
over). The key guesti.oa, therefore, if whether ,hi.s squares with the real.ity that all 
matters affecting the welfare of workers R::e capable of becoming matters of dispute 
between the union and empfoyers. If these disputes cannot be accommodated within 
the formal system, Ihen th~y will be re:;olved 01uside ic 

Question 13 

Shm4id unions ,:md empl0J1en he free t,w determine for themselves the scope 
of their mgotialions? 
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6. Union and Employer Negotiations: Nature of 
Disputes 

41. The disputes resolution system rests on a distinction between disputes of 
interest and disputes of rights. The model system implicit in the distinction is one 
in which all outstanding issues related to wages and conditions of employment are 
settled by the parties in a single set of negotiations (dispute of interest). Once an 
agreement is reached and 'rights' are established, disputes are intended to arise 
only over the interpretation, application or operation of the agreement or over 
matters related to the agreement but not fully disposed of by it. These are then 
dealt with by a quasi judicial procedure. The concept involved here is that of 
"sanctity of agreem1tnt". 

42. This approach is not only apparent in the different procedures provided for 
rights and interest disputes but also in: 

(a) the rules regarding strike action: strikes and lockouts are accepted as part of 
the process of direct bargaining in disputes of interest; strikes and lockouts 
over matters within the jurisdiction of the disputes procedure (provided for 
rights disputes) are unlawful; 
the type of decision making available for unsettled disputes: in the case of 
interest disputes, voluntary arbitration and in the case of rights disputes, 
compulsory arbitration. 

43. The above model system suggests a definition of dispute of interest which 
is relatively comprehensive, and a tightly drawn definition of dispute of rights. 
However, the actual position is: 

(a) a dispute of interest is defined narrowly as a dispute created with intent to 
procure a collective agreement or award; 

(b) a dispute of rights is defined broadly. It not only encompasses a dispute over 
the interpretation, application or operation of an award or collective agree
ment, but also any dispute that is not a dispute of interest (including any 
dispute arising during the currency of the award or collective agreement). 

44. The Act separately defines the matters which can be taken through disputes 
committees (set up to resolve disputes of rights). These have been interpreted by 
the Court Appeal to be confined to disputes over the interpretation or application 
of an award or collective agreement and to disputes over matters related to an 
award or collective agreement but not dearly and specifically disposed of by _it. 

45. As a consequence, disputes arising during the currency of the award or col
lective agreement over matters fully disposed of by the award or collective agree
ment (e.g., wages) or matters which are not related to matters in the award or 
collective agreement (e.g., the introduction of a new machine) are not within the 
jurisidiction of the disputes committee procedure. One option would be for the 
parties to agree to negotiate a voluntary collective agreement, thereby creating a 
dispute of interest. However, in practice, attempts are made to take such disputes 
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the disputes committee procedure. This presents chairpersons of disputes 
committees with a conflict between legalities and the need to resolve a dispute. 

46. The above framework of definitions is imposed on a wage fixing system 
which generates awards providing minimum wages and conditions across an indus
try. An award, by its nature, is an agreement covering thousands of workplaces, 
and cannot settle all the outstanding .issues relevant to individual workplaces. The 
award system in no way prevents the negotiation of second tier agreements: indeed, 
second ti.er negotiations are an important feature of the system. This position is in 
conflict wirh a system of disputes procedures based on a classification derived from 
the concept of M<>rP,"9 ' of agreement. 

,fn ,1)nitu:,1j[?l,,, is # ,v/J11J,,,,1,h,rii,,ii,E t@ distinguish between a ... ,.,v,u,: of interest 
and a dJspiiJte If so, !brnv .rhoulcl the distinctimm be drawn? 
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7. Union and Employer Negotiations: Fixing and 
Enforcing Wages and Conditions of 
Employment 

4 7. This section deals with the way in which a registered union exercises its 
right to represent workers who fall within its membership rule. Essentially, it has 
two avenues available to it when seeking to negotiate improved wages and con
ditions of employment: 

(a) it can initiate conciliation proceedings for the procurement of an award; or 
(b) it can agree with the employer to negotiate a voluntary settlement of the 

dispute leading to the registration of a collective agreement. 
48. The implications of these approaches, in terms of the breadth of coverage 

of the ensuing document, and the principles on which it is based, are quite different. 
They are complements rather than substitutes. 

(A) Procuring an A ward 
49. The procedure for negotiating an award encapsulates the following principles: 
(a) that once a dispute is technically created (by the employer rejecting the claims 

of the union) either party (usually the union) can initiate conciliation pro
ceedings, and in effect commit the other to those proceedings. The principle 
of compulsory conciliation reinforces the union's right to negotiate on behalf 
of the workers it covers; 

(b) that the conciliation process (involving an independent conciliator) applies 
as the first step in resolving the dispute; 
that, in the event of conciliation breaking down, a decision to involve the 
Court as an arbitrator is a one (i.e., the parties must agree). This means 
that d~e decision to make an award rests with the parties; 

(d) that, in the event of conciliation breaking down and there being no agreement 
on the Court arbitrating, the Court, as the body which presides over the 
conciliation and arbitration system, should determine, after discussion with 

the parties, the most appropriate procedure for dealing with the dispute; 
(e) that while fhe dispute is within the 'system', the parties refrain from striking 

or locking out. 

Question 1.5 

Are the principles described in paragraph 49 effective in resolving disputes 
between unions and employers ovet· the negotiation of awards? 

(B) Awards as a Central Feamre Wage Fixing 
50. An award has the following main features: 
(a) it prescribes legally binding minimum wages and conditions of employment 

for the workers it covers; 
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(b) it has, by law, 'blanket coverage' across the industry to which it relates (unless 
the parties otherwise agree); 

(c) it continues in force until superseded by another award (the Court does have 
the power to cancel an award if it is not renewed within 3 years). 

51. Currently, there are 383 awards. Their structure reflects the structure of 
unions which are primarily occupationally based. It is believed that the majority 
of workers are paid award rates. 

52. The award system is the mechanism for ensuring that union/employer nego
tiations establish minimum standards for a substantial proportion of workers and 
employers in the economy. The effect of the award system is to: 

(a). establish a common minimum level of protection for workers doing the same 
job. In this sense, awards constrain the extent to which competition between 
workers for jobs can bid down wages; 

(b) minimise the degree to which employers compete on the basis of wage costs 
to the extent that award rates are widely paid in an industry; 

(c) resolve, in a single set of negotiations, a potentially large number of indi
vidual disputes in an industry; 

(d) transmit the basic adjustment secured in the trend setting awards to workers 
covered by other awards through the strength of the relativities mechanism. 
The ability of the employer to pay is not accommodated by this process. 

5 3. Jn short, the award. system fixes minimum standards on a job-by-job basis, 
with the result that there is c0nsiderable variation in minimum standards as between 
awards. It is, nonetheless, the focal point for the debate between pay equity and 
market forces. 

Question 16 

Should the award system contin11,e to. be a, central feature of wage fixing? 
If not, what (if anything) should replace it as a. 1TJ,echanism for fixing mini
mum standards? 

Question 17 

Should awards automatically expire if not renegotiated during their term? 

(C) Collective Agreements and the Second Tier 
54. The general principle that awards generate minimum wages and conditions 

of employment across an entire industry has given rise in some instances•to a further 
set of negotiations to establish terms more favourable than the award. A stacked 
or tiered system has dev;loped to deal with local labour market conditions, or 
conditions in a particular workplace. The nature of such above award agreements 
varies considerably. Some are registered, others are not; some are complete codes 
of employment, others supplement the award. 

5 5. The negotiation of a registered collective agreement is distinctive for the 
virtual absence of procedural requirements. The emphasis is on the voluntary nature 
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of such negotiations. Unresolved matters can, with the agreement of both sides, 
be referred to the Court for settlement. This means that the Court's jurisdiction 
for arbitrating on wages and conditions is very wide. 

56. The consequences of registration of a collective agreement are quite impor
tant. Upon registration, the agreement becomes legally binding on the signatories, 
and continues in force until superseded. It prevails over the award to the extent 
that there is any inconsistency beween them, and indeed could technically contain 
less favourable wages and conditions. 

5 7. There are two types. of collective agreement. The first is one entered into by 
a single union and (usually) a single employer (voluntary settlement collective 
agreement). The second involves two or more unions representing workers in a 
particular undertaking(s) (composite agreement). The principle of a composite 
agreement is to reduce (ideally to one) the number of separate negotiations in an 
undertaking, by the unions concerned joining together and formulating and pur
suing a common set of claims. The government provides financial incentives to 
encourage this more efficient approach to negotiations. 

58. The existence of second tier bargaining, and its relationship with the award 
system, is one of the most contentious issues in wage fixing. From the union's 
perspective, the second tier affords the opportunity to secure concessions in the 
'field', which can subsequently be pursued in award negotiations and generalised 
across the industry. It thus has a 'trail-blazing' function. On the other hand, if 
the second tier becomes significant in terms of coverage, and the margin between 
award rates and paid rates is considerable, then it calls into question the integrity 
of the award system. Indeed, it is likely that in these circumstances the second tier 
will act to depress award rates. 

59. For employers, second tier bargaining provides an opportunity to establish 
wages and conditions appropriate to their individual needs. However, this advan
tage is short lived if the agreements concerned become relativity driven. On the 
other hand, the freedom to negotiate above the award creates uncertainty for 
employers about whether wages and conditions have been finally resolved. For 
example, an employer who pays award rates cannot be sure that an award settlement 
in any one year will 'stick'. 

60. In essence, the decision centres on a choice between two distinct approaches. 
One gives prime emphasis to relativity-based awards. In this case second tier agree
ments supplement the award, are not complete codes of employment and are adjusted 
within award negotiation. The second gives emphasis to plant or industry bar
gaining based on ability to pay, in which case second tier agreements are complete 
codes of employment and replace the award. 

Question 18 

Should second tier agreements be complete codes of employment which replace 
awards? If so, should employers be required to provide unions with infor
mation on ability to pay? 
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(D) Enforcement of Awards and Collective Ag1·eements 

6L Awards and collective agreements can be seen as extensions of the Industrial 
Relations Act, and. are enforceable by procedures specified in that Acto The govern
ment, through Inspectors of Awards, has assumed a prominent role in ensuring 
that the terms and conditions of awards and agreements are complied with. This 
is accom.plished through inspections of time and wage books carried out as part 
of a regular inspection programme. Inspectors also follow up complaints from 
i.nd.ividua1 workers. ·while unions al.so play an important role in actioning such 
complaiims, their ability to establish a case is constrained by the fact that they do 
not J],We th,e authority to enter empl.oyers' premises for the purposes of inspecting 
ti.me and wa.ge bookso 

62, The widespread coverage ofawards--smdl and. large workplaces, cities and · 
to·,v:i.s-makes, Ihern difficult for unions to administer. The government's resources 
arre itherefore important to maintain the integrity of the award system. On the other 
hand, there is strength in the argument that responsibility :for enforcement should 
rest with the rnegotiati.ng parties. fr is also possible that r, total or partial withdrawal 
by the government fron1 the enforcement role will encourage unions to amalgamate 
to make better use of their resources. If the government was to pull back (or 
withdraw) then the question of access to time and wage records for union officials 
would have to be revi;ew,2cl. 

Question 19 

Where sh@idd .the p1°im1~ -responsibility fot· et1fot·cing a-wards and collective 
agreernents rest? 
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8. Union and Employer Negotiations: Rights and 
Grievance Disputes 

(A) Legislated Disputes and Grievances procedures 
63. Disputes can arise during the currency of awards and collective agreements 

over the individual or collective 'rights' of workers. This section deals with the 
way in which a union can represent its members 

(a) disputes over matters arising from an award or collective agreement once it 
is registered; and 

(b) disputes involving the grievances of individual workers. 
64. The Industrial Relations Act requires awards and collective agreements to 

contain effective machinery for the resolution of rights and grievance disputes with
out stoppage of work. The parties have the freedom to negotiate their own pro
cedures. Failing this, the Act provides standard procedures which are automatically 
inserted in all awards and agreements. The exception is composite agreements, 
where more emphasis has been placed on the importance of parties negotiating 
procedures adapted to the particular workplace or site. Nevertheless, there are few 
departures from the standard procedures which, to all intents and purposes, prevail. 

65. Automatic insertion of the standard procedurns can be argued to lessen the 
commitment of the parties to them and hence act to discourage their observance. 
However, it is debatable whether, in their absence, it could be guaranteed that 
adequate procedures would be negotiated and inserted in all awards and collective 
agreements. 

Question 20 

Should standard procedures be provided in legislation, or should the legis
lation leave it to the parties to negotiate rights and grievance procedure(s)? 

(B) Disputes Committee Procedure 
66. The procedure is based on the principle that the making of an award or the 

registering a collective agreement the filing of a Part X agreement) establishes 
'rights', the interpretation or application of which can be the subject of dispute 
between the parties, 

The elements of the procedure are as follows: 
(a) Once a dispute arises, either party may invoke the procedure and cause a 

disputes committee to be set up, chaired by a neutral third party (almost 
invariably a conciliator. or mediator); 

(b) a decision can be a majority decision of the committee, or, failing that, the 
chairperson can either arbitrate or refer the dispute to the Court for arbitra
tion. Thus, compulsory arbitration is provided in the case of unsettled dis
putes. A disputes committee decision can be appealed to the Court; 
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(c) work is to continue uninterrupted while the dispute is being dealt with by 
the procedure. Strikes or lockouts over matters within the jurisdiction of the 
disputes committee are unlawful. 

Question 21 

ls tin standard proced1,re effective in p•esolving rights disputes? 

(Q Personal Grievance Procedure: Coverage and Scope 
67. fadividlual workers may have a grievance against their employers based on 

2. ciaim th.at a dismissal or other action, which affected the workers to their dis

i1dvanta.ge, w:c:s unjustified. The personal grievance procedure can be seen to provide 
prmection agaimt arbitrary action by employers. 

68 .. The te,,:m '\111,iustifiecl::ile di.smi.ssal" is a dismissal which did not take place 
for just cm.s:e. The Cou:r1ts h;rre widened the meaning by seating that dismissal 
mmt e.fao be prncedmaHy 1::-!lir. H0wever, in the few cases ta.ken over actions other 
than diismisso.L the .Arbitration Court hs,s interpreted the term "disadvantage" nar
rowly, so that the procedure tends .~o be used almost exclusively for dismissals. 

Acti.ons such as a refusal to prmnote ;md los,. of work satisfaction as a result of 
discrimination would be unllikely to fall. wit11i.n the scope of the procedure. 

69. fr rnn be ~:rgued that a gcievance 2,rocedure shouJd be available for aH 
workers and nor only thosie covered by 2,wards and co.lJective agreements. This is 
of particular concern in rdadon to ·;vorkers who cannot, Jin practical terms, be 
organised and S-E::rviced by existing unions e,g. homeworkers. However, consider
ation of wideming the applia1.tion of rhis procedure has wide impEcation.s for a 
system where rKcess t0 dispme r,~soluti.on procedures is a benefit of union registration. 

ueslton ,Co Q O 2? 

Is the scop.e of 11natters which can l,e the mb/ect of a .Personal grievance 
hea-;ing st~ffecJentlJ' 1.vide? 

Question 23 

Should the pef".~o;,a/ griet1m&c~ p1·oced1J-re be ,,1vaU.able to workers wh@ are 
not cove, .. ed by awards and c@llectfre "igreement.r? 

(D) Personal Grievance P.rocedu1-0e-Principles 
70, The personal grievance procedure is based on che following principles: 
(a) that the decision to invoke the procedure should, in the first instance, rest 

with the worker; 
(b) that r;1e grievance should be, wherever possible, rapidly resoived at the work

site without formality; 
(c) th.at the decis.ion to refer the dispL!te to a grievance committee should rest 

with the union which assesses the substance of ,:he grievance; 
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(d) that the grievance committee should seek a negotiated settlement, with arbi
tration as a last resort; 

(e) that the remedies, in the event of a finding for the worker, should be tailored 
to the circumstances of the case; 

(f) that the parties should refrain from striking or locking out pending the set
tlement of the matter. 

Question 24 

Are the principles, as set out in paragraph 70, appropriate for a grievance 
procedure to be based on, and are they carried out in practice? 
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9. Union and E<nnploye.r Negotiations: 
Unregistered Societies 

71. Most groups organised to protect workers' interests are registered under the 
Industrial Relations Act and experience the consequent benefits and limitations of 
registration (see paras 4 and 5). There is, however, scope under the Act for unre

' gistered societies to protect workers' interests. This they can do under Part X, which 
provides a conciliation procedure for the settlement of disputes over wages and 
conditions of eraployment, together with a facility to file agreements, thereby mak
ing £hem legally •~nforceable. The filing of an agreement does not rely on the use 
of the pronodur::, m1d is constrained only to the extent that the workers concerned 
are not already covered !by an award. An agreement so filed is deemed to include 
::he m:andard procedures for resolving disputes of rights and personal grievances. 

72. T11e procedure was originally conceived as a backstop for militant unions 
.vishing to opt mw of the coverage of the focll1.u;:rfa! Conciliation and Arbitration 
Act 1913. 111is situadon does rmt exist today, and the conciliation procedure is 
rarely used. Some iLmregfr,1:ered societies do however avi,jJ themselves of the ability 
to file, in order to give some Iegal force to their agreements and to gain access to 

the standard disputt~ of rights and grievance procedures. The agreement must spec
ify a te.1-.n, andl fr ce::.ses tc hav,f: legal effect once this expires. 

73" In short, unregistered sodedes om enjoy some of the benefits of registration 
without the same Hm(tadom:. I1or example, r.he agreements they :file can cover a 
wider range of persons {in ps,rticufa::: labour only cont:actors) and their scope is 
not constrained by what consdtures an industrial matter. 

Question 25 

ls the1·e att)J justification fiw allowing unregistered societies to function 
under the Act? 
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10. Disputes Between Unions: Demarcation of 
Wo.rk 

(A) Access to the Arbitration Court 
74. Because the nature of work is not static and new work is constantly being 

created, the opportunity arises for competition between unions for coverage of areas 
of work Uni.on rules sometimes overlap i.n coverage, which also contributes to the 
possibility of demarcation disputes between unions. The fact that work will con
tinue to change and evolve means that the potential for such disputes could not, 
in practical terms, ever be entirely eliminated. 

75. The Industrial Relations Act provides a procedure to resolve "a question 
... as to the right of workers in specified callings to do certain work in an industry 
or industries to the exclusion of the workers in other callings ... " (S. 119). When 
such a dispute arises, any union or employer party to the award or collective 
agreement covering the industry (or industries) may apply to the Court to determine 
the question. The procedure assumes that the matter can be resolved by a legal 
judgement. 

Question 26 

ls a one-,step procedure to the Arbitration Court adequate in dealing with 
demarcation disputes? 

(B) Principles in Resolving Demarcation Disputes 
76. In determining demarcation disputes the Court has made the following 

rulings: 
(a) The work being undertaken by the worker determines which union the person 

will belong to, rather than the uni.on the worker belongs to determining the 
work s /he is to perform. This is consistent with the principles of union 
registration and membership in New Zealand. As a result, the Court con
siders matters only on a case by case basis and does not make general rulings 
as to rhe coverage of certain work by specific unions; 
There is no requirement on the Court to choose one or other union. Therefore, 
in certain cases where both unions appear to have coverage, the Court has 
ruled that it cannot award exclusive coverage to either union; 

(c) In relation to composite agreements, where unions involved in a demarcation 
dispute can be party to the same document, the Court has ruled that mem
bership of either union is sufficient to fulfil union membership requirements 
in the agreement. 

Question 27 

What principles would provide an effective basis for the resolution of 
demarcation disputes? 
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1 L Powers of the Minister of Labour to Intervene 
in Disputes 

77. The 1~1i.ni.ster of labour has special. powers to intervene in industrial disputes 
where the normal procedures have failed to avert a strike or lockout. The Minister 
has the power to call. a compulsory conference of the parties, and/or appoint a 
comm.itu:ee of inquiry. The 1v1inister also has power to initiate a procedure to deal 
with disputes in essential industries (and export slaughterhouses). Vlhatever power 
is used the~ pwce:,s is basically the same, Negotiations to establish a basis for a 
r,esu.mptiorn of nc,nmali wotk are a pre-condition for one or other of the powers to 

be invoked. 
78, Intervention by the .Minister in industrial. disputes has come to be expected 

especially where the dispt,te is in a:i economically sensitive industry, or is directly 
inrnnvenimdng or affecting the publi.c. The genesis of thi.s is the publ.i.c perception 
that strike:, are dan1ag:1ng t,ci a srnaH economy like New Zealand's, together with 
the low level of tolezance of strikes that affect the convenience of the public. fo 
short, strikes are politicall.', and the Jtv:Enister' s fri.volvement reflects this. The basic 
question is whether the expect::Ition that the lVGnister wi.ll. intervene discourages the 
parties from endea.vousing to firnd a soh1ti.on themselves. 

Should iJh!f) lt'lini~i'te),. ,;;1f Laho1i,ir b,:fffJe the j1au1eT to intervene in rrm buhwtrial 
dispuil'!, ,md :if so, und31• 1,.;1,,L•ori:J ,cin:1,;;ynstanc1?s? 
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12. The Arbitration Court 

79. The Arbitration Court is central to the system of industrial relations. The 
Court is a judicial authority which has the twin roles of enforcement and dispute 
settlement. An essential feature of the Arbitration Court, which serves to distinguish 
it from other Courts, is its tripanite structure. When the Court sits it is made up 
of a judge, a nominated member representing the workers, and a nominated mem
ber representing the employers. 

80. The Court is a lay Court, intended to make as much use of the industrial 
expertise of its nominated members and those appearing before it, as it does of 
legal principles. There are provisions .in the Industrial Relations Act which reinforce 
the use of lay industrial expertise, such as the provisions that the Court is to make 
decisions ... in equity and good conscience ... ", that barristers and solicitors 
holding current practising. certificates are not permitted to appear before the Court 
in arbitration proceedings except with the consent of the parties, and that the Court 
has the discretion to relax the rules of evidence that would be required in ordinary 
courts. 

Jurisdiction of the Court 
81. The Court's formal jurisdiction may be divided into five areas: 
(a) the dispute of interest area where the Court has jurisdiction for wage fixing 

in relation to all registered awards and coHective agreements; 
(b) the dispute of rights area where the Court makes determinations relating to 

matters involving the collective rights of workers and employers under awards 
and agreements; 
the individual employment-rdated area, where the Court may make deter
minations on the rights of individual workers; 

(d) the enforcement area, in which the Court considers breaches of awards and 
may infl.ict penalties, order compliance, and hear actions for recovery of wages; 

(e) jurisdiction for determining matters relating to uni.on affairs. 
82. The means of settling these different types of disputes may involve the Court 

in significantly different work. For example, determining the rights of parties under 
an award wm primarily involve the Court in applying legal principles. In arbi
trating an award, the Court makes decisions based on job-related criteria. The 
settlement of personal grievances will involve concepts of fairness. Thus, the Court 
may base its decisions on a of principles, depending on the nature of the 
case which it is determining. 

83. It may be noted that the Court was originally designed in 1894 as a wage 
fixing body. Si.nee then, its functions and jurisdiction have changed considerably, 
while its structure has remained substantially the same. The most substantial changes 
to the Court's jurisdiction were made in 1973, when the functions of the Court 
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in relation to disputes of right~ were set out more specifically, and it was gwen 
jurisdiction over the settlement of personal grievances. 

Qtiestion 29 

ls the Cou1·t' s wide jitrisdiction appropriate for a single institution? If not, 
which ai·eas should be handled elsewhere? 

(B) "\VI o.1~kload of the Court: 
84. A.Jong wirh the extensions to the Arbitration Court's fu.nctions, its workload 

has increased considerably, partirnlarly over recent times. for example, from 1974 
to 1983, d1e number of applications for hearings on disputes of rights increased 
by '.HH9IS. This irncrelJ.sie i11 workload has meant that there is a considerable backlog 
im the wod.: of Court, and there .may be a considerable delay before a particular 
case fa heard. 

85. Si1Ke 1977, the Court has been made up of a Chief Judge, two other judges, 
two nominated wor}::ers' n1embe:rs, and t':'10 nominated employers' members. Two 
measure;; have been taken to asslst d1e Court to deal with its workload. The first 
m.easure, taken in 198?·, was to ddega:ce routirre enforcement matters to District 
Court Judges. 'TI1e second was to appoint a temporary Court in 1985. \Y/hiie these 
ineasure:s have prevente,2. the bs,cklog e.f work from becoming any worse, i.t has 
not allowed siigni.fi,:am inroads into :he backlog to be made. ff this i.s to be done, 
forther n1eaiures need to be taken. These rnng,e from an increase in the number 
of Courts provided, to a change in rhe areas of jurisdiction that the Court may be 
involved with. 

Ques#.0n 30 

V/lhat ,:ire the inost approp~·iiate 1-v.aJIS toJ manage the w@rkl(})ad of the Court? 
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13. The Conciliation and Mediation Services 

(A) The Functions of Condliato.rs and Mediators 
86. The Conciliation Service has existed since 1894. The Mediation Service was 

introduced in 1970 to operate i.n a less formal way, in response to an increasing 
number of disputes outside the system. The two services have a general function 
of assisting the parties to resolve disputes. 

87. The Mediation Service was intended, among other things, to introduce a 
preventative element into the disputes resolution system. However, at about the 
same time as the mediation service was set up, the. conciliation service experienced 
a substantial increase in workload. Conciliators, who had until then serviced the 
disputes of rights procedures, had considerably less time to do so, their priority 
being disputes of interest. By 1972-73, mediators had assumed a substantial role 
in servicing the rights and grievance procedures. 

88. The arbi.tral role assumed by mediators in rights disputes is also apparent 
in their use (along with conciliators) as chairpersons of compulsory conferences and 
committees of inquiry and in disputes resolved under S.64. S.64, in addition to 
a preventative role, gives mediators the power to arbitrate on any matter in dispute 
if requested to by the parties. Thus, the opportunity for mediators to undertake 
preventative work has been very limited. In addition, there appears to be a tendency ' 
in New Zealand for the parties to ask dispute settlers (outside· the wage-fixing 
area) to take on the responsibility for resolving the dispute by · arbitration. 

89. The unique feature of combining mediation and arbitration in the New 
Zealand system is also apparent in the functions of conciliators. Their role in dis
putes of interest i.s essentially mediatory. However, they also share with mediators 
the servicing of the. rights and grievance procedures, compulsory conferences and 
committees of inquiry. fa addition, conciliators and mediators can both be asked 
to inquire into a strike or lockout which substantially affects the public interest, 
or which occurs in an essential industry or export slaughterhouse. 

90. The degree of overlap between the roles of mediators and conciliators is 
even more evident when it is considered that, practice, mediators have a role 
in disputes of interest, both through informally assisting the parties to voluntary 
collective agreement negotiations and in mediating in award negotiations which 
have broken down when requested to do so by the Court (S. 84). Also conciliators 
may perform the same role as mediators when acting as arbitrators outside the 
formal procedures on the request of the parties in dispute. 

Question 31 

Given the overlap in the fum:tions of conciliators 
a case for amalgamation of the two services? 

mediators, is there 
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(B) Preventative Mediation 
91. There appears to be little doubt that the current operation of conciliators 

and mediators, and the distinctive combination of 'mediation and arbitration they 
use to resolve disputes, is effective. Nevertheless, there appears to be a consensus 
of opinion that preventative mediation would be a desirable feature of the system. 
Currently the personnel resources do not exist to undertake preventative mediation. 
However, the concept raises a more basic issue. This is whether, in practice, prev
entative mediation would be allowed to be effective. It would appear to challenge 
various prerogatives currently held by the parties, including an employer's right to 
run his/her business and a union's freedom to strike. It could also be argued that 
it would not be effective without the concurrent introduction of suitable training 
programmes for unions and managers or, alternatively, that such training would, 
in fact, be a more appropriate way to improve industrial relations in the workplace. 

QuestiJ11 32 
Should preventative mediation be given greater emphasis in industrial 

relations? If so, how? 
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l 4. The Freedom to Strike or Lockout 

(A) Legislation, Restrictions and Sanctions 
92. Industrial relations legislation in New Zealand severely restricts the freedom 

to strike or lockout in an attempt to minimise industrial action, its effect on indus
ny and the availability of goods and services. Industrial action is made unlawful 
in the following circumstances: 

(a) Observance of Disputes Procedures 
(i) when a dispute is within the conciliation process; 

(ii) when the dispute is one which falls within the jurisdiction of disputes or 
grievance procedures. 

(b) Public Interest 
(i) when the matter in dispute is a non-industrial matter; 

(ii) when workers fail to comply with a resumption of work order of the 
Arbitration Court taken under the Commerce Act; 

(iii) when the 14 days advance notice of strike in an essential industry (3 days 
in an export slaughterhouse) is not given, or workers fail to resume normal 
work following a resum.ption of work order of the Arbitration Court. 

93. In addition to the above restrictions on the freedom to strike or lockout 
there is no constraint on either party to seek common law remedies (interim injunc~ 
tion, damages) in the High Court, Strike action does not need to be unlawful 
under industrial legislation for action to be taken under the common law economic 
torts, The fact that many strikes are unlawful eases the way to obtaining remedies. 
It has been argued, however, that this jurisdiction should Iie w.ith the more special
ist Arbitration Court. 

94. The Minister of Labour has the power to caned the registration of a union 
if he/she considers that a strike brought about by the uni.on has caused or is Hkely 
to cause serious loss or inconvenience. Th.is provision, which has seldom been used, 
is in contravention of International Labour Organisation3 Freedom of Association 
Convention 87 Article 4, in that the power is vested in the Minister of Labour 
w.ithout appeal rights. The general stance of the ILO, however, is that employers' 
and workers' organisations should not be subject to suspension or dissolution by 
an administrative authority. 

Qi,estfon 33 

Should the ~freedom to strike/lockout be constrained in any way, and if so, 
in what circumstances should thre ability to talee such actfon be resti"ir:ted? 

3 The !LO is a United Nations specialised agency which has a tripartite structun:, 

and which sets inter11ational standards for employment and working conditions, 
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Questifm, 34 

'!Jtl hat satictions o#ber than c@mmon law remedies shotild apply in the case 
of an unlawful strike or lockout? 

Question 35 

Should common law acti(m be available in the case of a strike or· lockout 
and ~f s@ where should the jurisdiction lie? 

Que.rlioft -56 

.Sl:N;itld ,,miployer ancl worke1· organisations be srJbject to suspeNJ·ion or dis
S{Jh1#,~~P aY:d ~f ;r09 tt'!Jat criteria should determine the exercise of this power, 
,:md b.v u,l:;.(})?fi'. shrndd i:f: be exercised? 

(B} Powers avaii:ible to the Employer 
95 . . A &trike or lockout an~ounts to a breach of iadividi.wl contracts of service 

permi.tting summary te;:mlnatfon of the contract. In practice this mrdy occurs. In 
the CS'!se of a ~.trike employers oommooly disregard the breach, dms aHowing the 
conuact to continue, but unay suspend th,~ strlking workers. Wh:Je on strike, a 
worker's cominurn.Is service and. lbenefr1:s ccndi.donal on service are unaffected, but 
suspension resulrs in loss of rights to f,;ffnmerati.on. Employers may also suspend 
any other wo:rker for ,~,horn normail work i.s not possible as a result of the strike. 
The employer'~ dledsion mny be appealed in the Arbitration Court. 

Question 37 

A,·e the po·w~rs of s1,tJ>j:1ension ,:n;,.~i/able to J-he employer in t·esponse to strike 
action .;Ji,pprcJpriai:e? 

(C) Pickedn.g 
96. One form of action whi.ch is often associated wi.th srrike activity is picketing, 

where a group of workers at a parti.cuil2Jr worksite draw public attention to a dispute 
with the objective of persuading third p:cu·ties nm: to conduct business with that 
employer, and to discourage other workers from working. 

97. The faw on picketing arguably provides a "freedom" to picket subject to 
questions of trespass and law and order. Thvs the freedom to picket is limited by 
the faws cove1ing trespassing on the employer's property, obstructing a public way, 
and intimidation. A provision on picketing .in the draft Bil! of Right~ states that 
"Evecyone has a ;;oighr to freedom of peaceful assembly". If thi.s is passed into law, 
pernons picketing would stiH be obliged to follow the general provisions of the 
law. 

Qtutstiori 38 

ls tlnme a cas.~ fer ,·ecognising a freedom to _picket fm the industrial crmtext 
which is l;vroade:?0 than ti!u# pro1.1ided by lnvzstmt lai0 and precedent, and if 
so, in ·whal-' a1!·ea crmld the v-elaxation @ccur? 
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(D) Strike Ballots 
98. While legislation does not require it, a majority of unions have pre-strike 

secret ballot provisions written into their rules. These rules stem from pre-1973 
legislation when ballots (at state expense) were required before a strike. In 1973 
the legislation- moved away from pre-strike ballots to ballots on a resumption of 
work in recognition of the general nature of strike activity in New Zealand (a large 
number of stoppages are of predetermined short duration), and also of the fact 
that a ballot favouring strike action may get in the way of resolution of the dispute 
by other means. No resumption-of-work ballots have ever been ordered. In any 
event such a requirement appears inconsistent with respect to unlawful strike action. 

99. It is questionable whether a statutory strike ballot requirement would sig
nificantly alter the number of strikes that take place, since a union is unlikely to 
take strike action that does not have the support of its members. However secret 
ballots on proposed action accords with the general principles of democratic union 
operation. 

Question 39 

Should legislation cont,ctin provisions relating to the calling, continuing, or 
ending of industrial action? 



15" Single Sector Arrangements 

Indumy Coverage) ,Act was m 

dispute betwe::n several unions over the union coverage of workers 
The Act states that the rules of 

cover workers employed .in the 

in the Ao:) are deerned to 

1979 after a 

of which 
The 

lS Act goes on w st,lte thar if union coverage for 

w be •eSti:1,blfahed, thi3 is to be achieved the of a new umon whose 
to cover al.I classes of workers 

However, betore can make an 
n1us1: receive the consent of the lvfinisi:er of I.Slbour ro dlo so. 

10 L Senion 2 
17,101L·k:ers n1n~,~ gn 

tba"iC (J'n,:::,e .regi~,tered, 

at the norm.al procedures that societies 
and noted 

compe-

tition with c-th.er unions wh0 rn:17 wish te covet those workets. The Fishing -···-••·"··· , 
(Uni.on n,;M•q,o,,P l,.ct over-rildiL'S of thec:e princi.pks, r•::JJ·::·c:0i'1.~ rhe 

of a pa,:ticuhir gr::mn ·~vorkets 
the penrnission of the 1vHnist,~r 
from t1r:i.io:n~, 'vTlhose rule included these ·v,1rnrkerso 

102. Since the "~,.,, .. ,..,.,u,,,, ·.rt1as passed m. there any request 
of ce,,."''?>"1"0 

a5 8~ un.ion to cover ·~,ac_,,.,,.~,,c Thus these workers have remained 
non-cnioni.sed. 

the Federation of Lah:iux complained to the International Labour 
1:he of the fodustry (Union Coverage) Act. 

Zealand Government and the Federation 
concluded that the /4,.n was i.n contravention of IlO Convention 87 

The princi.ples coni:ained. .in Convention 87 
which ithe Act was u1. contr2'.vention of wer•~: 

shrn.i.kl be diaw up and amend their own 

that Govern.ments should promote and encourage collective bargaining; 
that ~""""1,.,~n, slwuld be abk: w arid u11e.;"''·u~ocucu,.," of their own 

choos111g; 
thfH wcrkers shou.ld 
authorisz,don, 

to establish without previous 

104, Because rc;rew Zealand has not Convention 87, no further action 
was :o be i:aken in rdati.on to the complaint. However, the Act may also 
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breach internadonl covenants which New Zealand has ratified, such as the United 
Nadons Civil and Politi.cal Rights Covenant and the United Nations Economic, 
Social, and Cultural Rights Covenant, both of which impose an obligation to 
guarantee effective trade union representation, and freedom of association. The Act 
.is wrong in principle, and it is difficult to sustain any argument for its retention. 

OB) Agricultural Sector 
105. The AgricuJturcl Workers Act 1977 replaced the 1962 Act, which pro

vided for the fixing of wages and conditions of agricultural. workers by Order-in
Counc.il. The new Act transferred the responsibility for fixing wages and conditions 
to unions and employers, albeit in terms of a separate set of arrangements presided 
over by the Agricuku.rnl '<X/ orkers Tribu.naL The reason stated for retaining separate 
arrangements was that agricultural work was different in nature from other work 
owing to the distinctive characrerisdcs of the product. It was argued that practices 
applied el.sewhere were not appropriate to the agricultural sector because of its 
exposure to climatic conditions and. to considerable fluctuations in the volume and. 
nature of work throughout the year, 

106. At the outset the Agricultural ·workers Act conferred coverage on certain 
named organisations i.n respect of defined classes of work, overriding the uni.on 
registration provisions in the fodustrial Rel.ations Act. The main beneficiary was 
the Farm "'\'v orkers Association, which gained coverage of sheep and cattle stations, 
and dairy farms. Despite this, the asso,ciation's membersh.ip has fallen from around 
7;000 in 1978, to only a few hundred today. The Act provides for the recognition 
(by the President of the Tribunal) of certain classes of work as being agricultural 
work and confers representation r.ights (through registration), on one workers' and 
one employers' organisation i.n :respect of that work. However, a more representative 
organisation can acquire sole representation rights, despite the existence of a regis
tered organisation wi.th the same rnvern,ge. (It has to demonstrate that its mem
bership is 25% higher.) 

l. 07, In refatioo m the settlement of disputes the procedures distinguish between 
disputes over the negotia.:i.on of awards and collective agreements, and disputes 
over their interpretation or a._pplication. Kn the case of the former, both a conciliation 
process ci.nd voluma.ry negotiations are provided for, and there is a facility for either 
party to refor an unresolved matter to the Tribunal for arbitration., The procedure 
for interpretation. disputes is analagous to that in the Industrial Relations Act with 
compulsory arbitration as the ma.in feature. The personal grievance procedure is 
also analagous, elthou.gh it applies to all workers doing agricultural work, whether 
unionised or not (one step in the procedure does, _paradoxically, rely on union 
involvement). Awards made under the Agricultural Workers Act are legally bind
ing, continue i.n force until superseded, and. have a 'blanket coverage'. 
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Question 40 

ls ther~ a need for separate arrangements governing the wages and con
ditions of agricultural workers? If so, are the procedures for union recognition, 
and for the settlement of disputes appropriate? 

(C) Aircrew Industry 
108. The passing of the 1977 amendment to the Aircrew Industrial Tribunal 

Act 1971 placed the jurisdiction of the aircrew industry in the hands of the Arbi
tration Court through the membership of the Chief Judge (or a person nominated 
by him/her) on the Aircrew Tribunal. The Aircrew Industrial Tribunal Act pro
vides the coverage and procedures establishing bargaining rights and procedures 
for the settlement of disputes in the industry. 

109. The purpose of the Act is to: 
(a) provide procedures to prevent or settle promptly industrial disputes and 

grievances relating to the aircrew officers who are employed by the various 
New Zealand airlines engaged in the carriage of passengers and freight; 

(b) provide a means for ensuring that specialised knowledge of the industry is 
recognised. 

The Act also makes provision for the institutions which serve the industry in 
endeavouring to satisfy these objectives. These include the Aircrew Industrial Tri
bunal and conciliation councils. 

110. Under the procedures of the Aircrew Jndustrial Tribunal Act, disputes are 
treated as "industrial questions" and the features of the legislation relating to 
collective bargaining and settlement of disputes include: 

(a) the provision of a single set of procedures centred on the Aircrew Industrial 
Tribunal for making awards and certifying voluntary settlements, resolving 
other disputes and resolving personal grievances; 

(b) the provision of compulsory arbitration in the settlement of awards, disputes 
and personal grievances; 

(c) the access to the Tribunal for the settlement of unresolved grievances is avail
able to all aircrew officers as of right. 

11 l. The establishment of the Tribunal in 1971 was made on grounds that 
questions relating to conditions of employment of aircrew officers-especially in 
terms of salaries-were cop.plex and unique and could not be satisfactorily dealt 
with by the general industrial institutions and procedures available. The justification 
appears to hinge, not on the fact that conditions in the industry are complex and 
unique, but rather the degree to which they are complex and unique. 

112. The Tribunal has come under some criticism recently. One aspect of this 
criticism relates to the expertise of the Tribunal to deal with disputes. In particular, 
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there is concern that the members of the Tribunal do not provide a sufficiently 
wide base of specialised knowledge of the industry to adequately cover the range 
of disputes. that can be referred to the Tribunal. One suggested option for dealing 
with this has been that alternative members be appointed to the Tribunal. 

113. A less widely supported view challenges the basis on which the Tribunal's 
specialised knowledge of the industry stands, that is, that the chairperson of the 
Tribunal to some extent relies, for detailed knowledge of the industry, on the other 
two members, who in effect represent the interest of employers and employees. 
The implication of this challenge is that there should be a return to the situation 
which existed prior to 1978, whereby there was a Tribunal comprising one indi
vidual who dealt solely with aircrew officer disputes and grievances, and in the 
process accumulated a considerable understanding of conditions of employment in 
the industry. 

114. Another aspect of this criticism is the problem of access to the Tribunal. 
This difficulry relates, in particular, to the workload of the Tribunal, and most 
parties involved in the industry seem to agree that access to procedures needs to 
be available at a lower level than the Tribunal. If action was taken to provide this 
access, it should be noted that a problem would arise of providing suitable per
sonnel with a specialised knowledge of the industry to deal with disputes at this 
lower level. 

Question 41 

ls there _a need for a separate Tribunal to deal with the wages and con
ditions of employment of flight crew? If so, can improvements be made in the 
way the Tribunal is presently functioning? 

(D) Coal Mining Industry 
115. Industrial relations in the coal mining sector are regulated by both the Coal 

Mines Act 1979 and the Industrial Relations Act. All disputes relating to what 
are broadly termed "industrial matters'' in the Coal Mines Act, and which cannot 
be resolved by direct negotiations, are dealt with by the Coal Mines Council. These 
disputes can be referred to the Council for a decision, but it is possible for the 
Council to directly intervene to settle a dispute without being requested, if it deems 
that such action is necessary. 

116. In practice the disputes dealt with by the Cm:mcil are almost invariably 
in the nature cf disputes of rights (as defined under the Industrial Relations Act) 
as a result of the panies' high degree of success in settling wages and ·conditions 
in the industry through direct negotiations. These particular settlements are usually 
.determined by talks, primarily between the Minister of Energy ( who is required 
to advise the State Services Commission) and the coal miners' unions. 

11 7. The Council itself is a specialist tribunal and its members are appointed 
on the understanding that there is a need for one member to be especially con-
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versant with matters affecting coal mine owners and another to be especially con
versant with matters affecting workers in coal mines. 

118. There appears to have been no major criticism of these procedures to date. 
It is worth noting, however, that these procedures do overlap with the provisions 
under the Industrial Relations Act, especially with respect to the possibility of 
access to the disputes procedures of the Industrial Relations Act, following from 
registration as a union under the Act. 

Question 42 

Should there be special disputes settlement procedures for the coal mining 
industry? If so, are there any changes which should be made to the existing 
system?. 

(E) Maritime Industry 
119. In addition to procedures under the Industrial Relations Act, the mecha

nism in the Shipping and Seamen Act 1952 for resolving disputes operates at two 
levels. Disputes can be referred directly for consideration at either of these levels. 
At the lower level, disputes are considered by a marine superintendent, who has 
wide powers to produce a settlement or to refer the dispute to the Shipping Industty 
Tribunal for a decision. At the second level the Tribunal decides on such matters 
as are referred to it, either directly by a party or parties to a dispute, or by the 
marine.superintendents, and also deals with any appeals against decisions made by 
the superintendents. · 

Question 43 

Do the maritime industry disputes settlement procedures operate effectively? 

(F) Waterfront 
120. Industrial relations on the waterfront are highly regulated by the Waterfront 

Industry Act 1976. On the one hand, the Act establishes a centralised employment 
agency (the Waterfront Industry Commissiort) which carries out certain functions 
on behalf of employers of waterside labour, such as the engagement of waterside 
workers, the payment of their wages, and the provision of amenities. The Com
mission also maintains and administers the registers of employers and workers. 

121. An employer must be registered by the Commission (in terms ot prescribed 
criteria) before he/she can employ waterside labour. The register of waterside work
ers confers absolute preferdnce in employment on those on the register, and entitles 
them to be members of the Waterside Workers Union at the port. The Port 
Conciliation Committee advises the Commission of the names to be added to the 
register. It also determines appeals against any decision (e.g., by the Employers 
Union) to remove the name of any waterside worker from the register (this is in 
the nature of a personal grievance). 
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122. The procedures specified for resolving disputes distinguish between disputes 
which relate to a single port, and those which relate to two or more ports. There 
is no interest/rights distinction envisaged in the procedures. In each case, a· con
ciliation process is provided for, and unresolved matters are referred to the Water
front Industry Tribunal by· the Chairperson. The Tribunal, while having the power 
to arbitrate, has a measure of flexibility and can simply adjourn proceedings. 
Demarcation disputes are determined directly by the Tribunal. 

123. The Act, however, excludes certain classes of workers from its jurisdiction, 
e.g., most Harbour Board employees. Disputes settlement procedures for these 
workers are available under the Industrial Relations Act. 

Question 44 

Are the current arrangements effective in organising waterfront work and 
resolving disputes? 
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16. Check List of Questions 

(1) Introduction 
1. Are the policy objectives as enunciated in paragraph 6 the right ones, and 

have they been realised in practice? 
2. What effect have these objectives and strategies had on the outcome of 

union/employer negotiations, i.e., does the balance of advantage favour unions, 
employers, or is it about equal? 

(2) .. T.rade. Unions 
3. Are the tests outlined in paragraph 10 appropriate for deciding whether the 

registration of a union should proceed? 
4. Should there be scope for challenging_the representation rights of a registered 

union? If so, on what grounds and in what way? 
5. Should union amalgamation be promoted? If so, what are the main constraints 

(legislative or otherwise) on union amalgamation? 
6. Which approach is the most appropriate for determining compulsory union 

membership? 
7. What constraints, if any, should apply to the scope of a union's activities? 
8. Are the obligations imposed on a registered union in relation to its internal 

management appropriate? 
9. Is the relationship between worker and union adequately defined and catered 

for? 

(3) Employer Unions 
10. Is it necessary to provide for the registration of employer unions? If so, under 

what conditions? 

(4) Union and Employer Negotiations: Persons Not Covered 
11. Should the definition of 'worker' be widened to include 'labour only 

contractors'? • 
12. Are special arrangements necessary to cater for workers, such as homeworkers 

and school children in casual or part-time employment, who cannot viably be 
organised and· serviced by ~xisting unions? 

(5) Union and Employer Negotiations: Their Scope 
13. Should unions and employers be free to determine for themselves the scope 

of their negotiations?c 
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(6) Union and Employer Negotiations: Nature of Disputes 
14. In principle, is it appropriate to distinguish between a dispute of interest 

and a dispute of rights? If so, how should the distinction be drawn? 

(7) Union and Employer Negotiations: Fixing and Enforcing 
Wages and Conditions of Employment 

15. Are the principles described in paragraph 49 effective in resolving disputes 
between unions and employers over the negotiation of awards? 

16. Should the award system continue to be a central feature of wage fixing? If 
not, what (if anything) should replace it as a mechanism for fixing minimum 
standards? 

17. Should awards automatically expire if not renegotiated during their term? 
18. Should second tier agreements be complete codes of employment which 

replace awards? If so, should employers be required to provide unions with infor
mation on ability to pay? 

19. Where should the prime responsibility for enforcing awards and collective 
agreements rest? 

(8) Union and Employer Negotiations: Rights and Grievance 
Disputes 

20. Should standard procedures be provided in legislation, or should the legis
lation leave it to the parties to negotiate rights and grievance procedure(s)? 

21. Is the standard procedure effective in resolving rights disputes? 
22. Is the scope of matters which can be the subject of a personal grievance 

hearing sufficiently wide? 
23. Should the personal grievance procedure be available to workers who are 

not covered by awards and collective agreements? 
24. Are the principles, as set out in paragraph 70, appropriate for a grievance 

procedure to be based on, and are they carried out in practice? 

(9) Union and Employer Negotiations: Unregistered Societies 
2 5. Is there any justification for allowing unregistered societies to function under 

the Act? 

(10) Disputes Between Unions: Demarcation of Work 
26. Is a one-step procedure to the Arbitration Court adequate in dealing with 

demarcation disputes? 
27. What principles would provide an effective basis for the resolution of demar

cation disputes? 

( 11) Powers of the Minister of Labour to Intervene in Disputes 
28. Should the Minister of Labour have the power to intervene in an industrial 

dispute, and if so, under what circumstances? 
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(12) The Arbitration Court 
29. Is the Court's wide jurisdiction appropriate for a single institution? If not, 

which areas should be handled elsewhere? 
30. What are the most appropriate ways to manage the workload of the Court? 

(13) The Conciliation and Mediation Services 
31. Given the overlap in the functions of conciliators and mediators, is there a 

case for amalgamation of the two services? 
3;2. Should preventative mediation be given greater emphasis in industrial rela

tions? If so, how? 

(14) The Freedom to Strike or Lockout 
3 3. Should the freedom to strike or lockout be constrained in any way, and if 

so, in what circumstances should the ability to take such action be restricted? 
34. What sanctions other than common law remedies should apply in the case 

of an unlawful strike or lockout? 
3 5. Should common law action be available in the case of a strike or lockout, 

and if so, where should the jurisdiction lie? 
36. Should employer and worker organisations be subject to suspension or dis

solution, and if so, what criteria should determine the exercise of this power, and 
by whom should it be exercised? 

3 7. Are the powers of suspension available to the employer in response to strike 
action appropriate? 

38. Is there a case for recognising a freedom to picket in the industrial context 
which is broader than that provided by present law and precedent, and if so, in 
what areas could the relaxation occur? 

39. Should legislation contain provision relating to the calling, continuing, or 
ending of industrial action? 

(15) Single Sector Arrangements 
40. Is there a need for separate arrangements governing the wages and conditions 

of agricultural workers? If so, are the procedures for union recognition, and for the 
settlement of disputes appropriate? 

41. Is there a need for a separate Tribunal to deal with the wages and conditions 
of employment of flight crew? If so, can improvements be made in the way the 
Tribunal is presently functi~ning? 

42. Should there be special disputes settlement procedures for the Coal Mining 
industry? If so, are there any changes which should be made to the existing system? 

43. Do the maritime industry disputes settlement procedures operate effectively? 
44. Are the current arrangements effective in organising waterfront work, and 

resolving disputes? 
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Blenheim District Office 
Off Kinross Street, Blenheim, 
PO Box 121, Blenheim 
Phone 87038 

Christchurch District Office 
Housing Corporation Building, 14 Cathedral Square, Christchurch 
Private Bag, Christchurch 
Phone 794 020 

Dunedin District Office 
John Wickliffe House, Princess Street, Dunedin 
PO Box 900, Dunedin 
Phone 770 844 

Gisborne District Office 
New Post Office Building, Grey Street, Gisbome 
PO Box 1044, Gisbome 
Phone 81 239 

Greymouth District Office 
Greymouth Investment Building, Cnr Tainui Street and Mawhera Quay, Greymouth 
PO Box 101, Greymouth 
Phone 5179 

Hamilton District Office 
Government Life Building, Ward Street, Hamilton 
Private Bag, Hamilton 
Phone 81 959 

Hastings District Office 
Departmental Building, Cnr Warren Street and Lyndon Road, Hastings 
PO Box 848, Hastings 
Phone 67 019 

lnvercargi/1 District Office 
21 Gala Street, Invercargill 
PO Box 15 7, Invercargill 
Phone 87 025 

Lower Hutt District Office 
Computer House, 5 5 Knights Road, Lower Hutt 
PO Box 30-843, Lower Hutt 
Phone 694 429 

Manukau (South Auckland) District Office 
Leyton House, Manukau City Centre 
PO Box 76-208, Manukau 
Phone 278 2135 
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Masterton District Office 
labour Department Building, 11-19 Bannister Street, Masterton 
PO Box 98, Masterton 
Phone 82 515 

Napier District Office 
3 Bower Street, Napier 
PO Box 546, Napier 
Phone 55 479 

Nelson District Office 
Rurnl Bank Building, 22 Bridge Street, Nelson 
PO Box 442, Nelson 
Phc.~e 81 479 

N,1w Pfy.-notJth Dim"ict Office 
Atkinson Building, Devon Street "\)Vest, New Plymouth 
PO Box ?,42, New Plymouch 
Phone 85 245 

Palmerston 1~Jorth .District Ojjice 
City Library Building, Cm 111~ Square and Ivfain Sueet, ?alrnerston North 
PO Eox 948, Palmerston Noni:; 
!Phone 81 129 

Rotonta DisN"ict Office 
Cnr }-line1noa and R.anolf Srreets, Rotorua 
PO Box 1343 1 R.otorua 
Phone 476 941 

Ta.~ap1111a (J\Tortb Sho-r,f) Distrirt Ojfici 
Duraport House, 132 Hurstmer,;; Rofld, Tabpun~,, Auckiand 9 
PO Box 33-156, Takapunst 
Phone 491 408 

T auvanga District ,Ojft,-t 
Polletrs Building, 93 Grey Street, 'faurn.nga 
PO Box 66 1 Tauran.ga 
Phone 80 099 

Tiwu,ru District Office 
Balmoral Building, Cm George Street and Barnard Street, Timaru 
PO Box 528 1 Tirnaru 
Phone 86 199 

Wanganui Dislrict Office 
Gas Centre, 179 St Hill Street, 'JV anganui 
PO Box 4127, Wanganui 
Phone 55 575 

Wellil1gton District Office 
Ba!lanrrae House, 192 -,wmis Street, W./eHington 
PO Box 27-149, Upper \Villis Street, 'Wellington 
Phone 847 929 

Whangani District Office 
Commercial Union Building, Rathbone Street, Whangarei 
PO Box 141, \'Vhangarei 
Phone 84 619 
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Order Form. for: 

Industrial Relations: 
A Fram.ework for Review 

Volum.e 2 

rx- ----------- ~, 
I 

I 

To: 

I 
Department of Labour 

.................................................... District Office 

Please supply: 
I ........ Copies of Volume 2 @ $10.00 per copy 

I Postage /Packing 

Cheque/Money Order/Postal Note enclosed. 

I (Please allow 10 days for delivery) 

$ 

2.00 

$ __ _ 
I 

I 
I I 

Copies may also be purchased from the Government Printing Office Bookshops. 

I I 
PLEASE FORWARD TO: 

Name ........................................................................................................ .. 

Address ....................................................................................................... . 

I Telephone: ................................................................... (Please.print clearly) 
L ______________ _J 




